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A SHOW OF HANDS

GALLERY
The instructors of this summer’s global gathering of scribes
and artists, A Show of Hands, hail from countries large and
small. They will come from all over the United States and
Canada – from the West Coast (California, Oregon, Washington, and BC) and eastward (New Mexico, Illinois, and
Pennsylvania, Ontario and Ohio, Tennessee and Texas). They
will travel from Australia and Belgium, Italy and Ireland;
from far-away Norway in northern Europe and close-at-hand
North Carolina, where the conference will be held. There will
be a faculty exhibit at the conference, but since only a few of
the readers of Bound & Lettered will be able to attend, here is
an offering of art from some of those talented teachers. More
will follow in the next issue of Bound & Lettered.
A Show of Hands will take place at Warren Wilson College
in Swannanoa, North Carolina, on June 25 – July 2, 2016. For
more information or to register: ashowofhands2016.com

GEMMA BLACK
Serenissima. A melding of a variety of Noodler’s ink
colors, lettered with folded-brass broad-edged pens on
hand-dyed Hahnemühle printmaking paper. The text
refers to Venice, Italy. This is an in-class demonstration
piece that didn’t look half bad, so I kept it.
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PAS DE

DEUX

AN ARTISTS’ BOOK COLLABORATION
BY FIONA DEMPSTER PHOTOS BY ANASTASIA KARIOFYLLIDIS
Checking my appointment diary at a meeting with my colleague
Susan Bowers back in 2012, I noticed that UNESCO’s International
Book Day was on 23 April, and I said to her, “We should get together
on that day and make a book.” And so began a wonderful creative
and artistic collaborative journey spanning three years and many
artists’ books.
When we got together for our bookmaking session, we didn’t have
a set idea of what was to happen. Would we work independently
or work together? Would we work on one book or work on two?
It turned out to be a collaborative page design session. We each
prepared some pages for our own book. On that day we swapped
pages and sat together and worked on each other’s pages. After the
session, we took our own pages home and finished off our books.
We were thrilled with the results: Seeking Solitude (Fiona) and In
Between the Mountains (Susan).
After making this first pair of books together, Susan used the
phrase pas de deux to describe what we had done as we worked

Our first books – the beginning of a beautiful collaboration.
Left: Seeking Solitude (2012), Fiona Dempster. Single-sheet Coptic binding.
Ink and pencil, tracing paper interleaves, and a pebble inclusion.
Right: In Between the Mountains (2012), Susan Bowers. Pamphlet-stitch book
of original etchings with interleaved tracing paper and added graphite marks.

on the book pages, passing them back and forth. Pas de deux, I reflected, did closely describe the way we worked – one led, the other
followed, one set up a new movement, the other responded (there
was a hint of music too). Pas de Deux is now the name of our joint
collection of artists’ books.
Having enjoyed working together so much, we decided to do it
again, and again, and again, making a total of twenty collaborative
artists’ books. On each of the ten occasions (except the last), we
created two unique books, one apiece, always within a given time
frame and within certain agreed parameters. With each new pair of
books, we tried to collaborate in a different way, and it became a bit
of a challenge to see if we could do it differently each time.
For one set, we each prepared several pages and selected materials
for the other to make into a book. For another pair, Memory Keepers
(Fiona) and Searching (Susan), we collaborated at the beginning by
jointly deciding the structures, sizes, and materials we would use
to create sets of envelopes that would form our books. We had the
same envelopes to work with, but we each went home and independently created different artwork that would go within. We simply set
the scene in a collaborative manner, then let each other take off.
Another time we used the same approach as with our first books,
but we also set a title (Starry Starry Night) that clearly required our
books to be made to a theme. For a subsequent book, we established
the guidelines together and used the same materials, sizes, and
themes, and then we blended our pages by sharing them. Thus,
my book included some of Susan’s pages, and her book included
some of mine.
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Pointed Pen Variations
A Conversation with Mike Kecseg
by Therese Swift-Hahn
Chicago-based calligrapher and Master Penman Mike Kecseg kindly took
some time to provide us with an inside view of his successful career in the
calligraphic arts. Working professionally for over thirty years, he is wellknown for his early exploration and skillful work with inspiring pointed
pen variations.
How did you get started with calligraphy?
I attended Northeastern Illinois University as an art major, and in order
to graduate it was necessary to take a certain amount of elective classes
– one was calligraphy. When I graduated I began to look for a full-time
job in commercial art. In my search, I came across an ad in the Chicago
Tribune newspaper asking for a full-time calligrapher. I applied for the
position, and to my surprise, got it even though I had a very poor portfolio. I ended up working at this engrossing studio for about four years.
Tell us a little about your first experiences with calligraphy guilds
and as a student early on.
After joining our guild in Chicago, the Chicago Calligraphy Collective,
I was lucky enough to take my first workshop with Ieuan Rees, the
Welsh calligrapher and letter carver. That class totally changed the way
I thought about calligraphy. I began to look at letters for their strength
of form and structure instead of just their decorative elements. Another
turning point in my growth as a calligrapher came when I took Reggie
Ezell’s yearlong calligraphy class.
How did you gravitate towards the pointed pen?
My interest in pointed pen started when I worked as an engrosser; Copperplate was one of the hands we were required to know. Then, when I
started my own business I began to do more and more jobs addressing
wedding envelopes, and about 90% of that work is in Copperplate or
some variation. Naturally, when you letter so much with one particular
tool, you start to become pretty good at it. But after doing the same
thing for so long, I began to get bored with using the pointed pen to do
just Copperplate. I became interested in using the pointed pen to do
lettering that could be more expressive and creative.
Is that when you started exploring more expressive, alternative
forms?
Yes. It also happened to be about the same time I started learning
pointed brush lettering. While fooling around with the brush, I made
the connection between the pointed brush and the pointed pen.
Both are flexible tools, and lettering with each involves a pressure and
release rhythm. I figured if you could letter expressively with one tool,
Opposite: Pointed pen with gouache on Canson Mi-Teintes paper. I included letters in
the mirroring that is characteristic in traditional pin striping.
Top: Pointed pen with sumi ink on layout paper. This was done as a t-shirt design.
For the central panel, I experimented with mimicking a broad-edge Blackletter
style by using individual strokes of the pointed pen.
Bottom: Pointed pen with sumi ink on layout paper. This was also done as a t-shirt
design and was based on an earlier piece.
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Tim at work in his pen-making studio in his garage. Photos by the author unless otherwise noted.

Tim will turn the piece of wood and the top of a tomato
paste can at left into a gorgeous pen like the one at right.

T M’S PENS
BY CORA PEARL

Over the last ten years, Timothy Leigh has
created over 4,000 lovingly made folded
pens, no two exactly the same. The pens are
modeled after cola can pens, but they are
much stronger and create more consistent
results. According to Tim, “When I cut a
shape, it stays in a shape.” The hammered

steel nibs, made from the bottom of juice
cans, are springy and stout, yet they can
make very thin and delicate lines of writing. Each calligrapher and artist uses them
in their own way. What makes Tim’s Pens so
special is a combination of three factors: they
are versatile and work well; they are unique,

Tim’s collection of unusual and exotic woods that he uses in making the handles of his pens.
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high-quality handcrafted tools; and they are
beautiful works of art in their own right.
The creation of the first Tim’s Pen came
about in 2006 as the result of a happy accident. Tim and his wife, Bev, had decided to
attend an art class at the Sitka Center for
Art and Ecology, near the Oregon coast. The
class they took was called Paper Tiles and
was taught by Rebecca Wild; it involved
combining calligraphy, drawing, embossing, and pastel and graphite highlights on
small paper squares. Tim was enthusiastically experimenting with Rebecca’s tools,
including one of her favorites, a homemade
cola can pen – which he promptly broke.
He felt terrible about destroying her prized
pen and resolved to create a new pen for her,
a sturdier one that could still do what her
now-broken tool used to do. Thus, the idea
for his pens was born. A week later, Tim sent
Rebecca a replacement pen with a folded
nib of steel instead of cola-can aluminum.
He had taken the end of a metal food can,
hammered it flat, shaped it with snips, then
folded it into a nib and screwed the nib onto
the end of a smooth-sanded hardwood shaft.

JOSEPH
NEWMAN
BY BARBARA ADAMS HEBARD

Joseph Newman, a master bookbinder from Massachusetts, learned
leather binding as an apprentice at Harcourt Bindery in Boston in
the mid-1970s. He quickly advanced, becoming skilled at forwarding
(the term for covering a book) and finishing (the process of polishing, lettering, and embellishing the spine and covers of a book). He
became head finisher and then foreman of the shop. Sam Ellenport,
proprietor of the bindery, says Newman was made foreman because
he “had experienced and mastered a range of binding challenges;
had a gentle, yet persuasive personality; and had a sense of organization which proved vital as the shop continued to grow and attract
customers.” During the early 1980s, in a move supported by Ellenport, Newman departed to start his own Prides Crossing Bindery
in Beverly, Massachusetts, and, in Sam’s words, “left a large hole in
the shop, as his personality was much of the glue which united our
many binders.” (Harcourt Bindery has become a division of Acme
Binding.)
By the mid-1980s, Newman had begun working as a book conservator at the Northeast Document Conservation Center (NEDCC) in
Andover, Massachusetts. Before his death in 2007, he had risen in
rank to Senior Book Conservator. According to Deb Wender, former
Director of Book Conservation, “During his twenty-three years at
NEDCC, Joe conserved many significant titles, including the Nuremberg Chronicle, an early copy of the Magna Carta, a thirteenthcentury illuminated manuscript of Arthurian romances, a studio
album of Julia Margaret Cameron photographs, and the English

Figure 1. Joseph Newman at work, at the Northeast Document Conservation
Center. Photograph: NEDCC.

Atlas that belonged to John Custis, George Washington, and Robert
E. Lee.” Wender further stated, “He was a valued colleague and a
generous mentor and teacher. Staff and interns at NEDCC benefited
from his connoisseurship and his knowledge of binding history.”
While working as a bookbinder and book conservator, Joseph
Newman also was actively involved with the New England Chapter
of the Guild of Book Workers, serving as president in the 1990s. He
enjoyed exhibiting his books as well; his work appeared in the Guild
of Book Workers shows: Paper Bound, 1996-1997; Fine Printers
Finely Bound, 1992; and 80 Years Later, 1986.
Three books bound by him were featured in
the international show, Contemporary American Bookbinding, in 1990-1991, traveling to
the Grolier Club (New York), Bibliothèque de
l’Arsenal (Paris), and Bibliotheca Wittockiana
(Brussels). During November of 2015, the North
Bennet Street School in Boston displayed the
Joseph Newman Bookbinding Exhibit, featuring
examples of his work and historical bookbindings from his reference collection.
The illustrations of Newman’s bindings showcased alongside this article offer an opportunity
Figure 2. A Felicity of Carols. Barre Publishers, 1970.
Covered in full black Oasis goatskin with red Oasis
and English calfskin onlays; tooled in gold.
15.2 x 23 x l cm. Bound in 1992.
Photograph: North Bennet Street School.
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New Books, Tools, & Materials

Above: pages from the just-published 24th edition of the Speedball Textbook:
Blackletter, Neuland, and Bone (Carol DuBosch). Below: the front cover.

Speedball Textbook, 24th Edition. The Speedball Textbook needs
little introduction; it has been helping lettering artists learn their
craft now for 100 years. This new edition keeps the handy size, but
is now a horizontal-format book (8.5" x 5.5") with a lie-flat spiral
binding, 24 more pages (a total of 120), and more color. It has much
new material, such as Michael Sull on Spencerian Script, and the
editors, Angela Vangalis and Randall Hasson, have reached back to
earlier editions for sound exemplars not in the last edition, such
as Engrossing Script from the 1935 edition. The Speedball “Old
English” alphabet that I studied 40 or so years ago remains, as does
Ward Dunham’s powerful Blackletter, which debuted more recently;
they are now joined by a brush-written alphabet by Luca Barcellona.
In addition to the over 50 alphabet exemplars, there is the instruction. Take Neuland, for example: It’s presented written with two
tools, a broad-edged C-series nib and Speedball’s A-series nib with
a flat tip. A lively version from Ross F. George is also provided.
– John Neal

Ziller Pen Cleaner.
The makers of Ziller Ink
now offer a pen cleaner that
is specially formulated for
pigmented acrylic inks (like
their popular colored and
black inks). To remove dried
ink, soak the nibs that need
to be cleaned, then rinse
with warm water. Repeat
if necessary, and dry nibs
thoroughly after cleaning.
If you are using watercolor
or water-based inks like Higgins Eternal or Pelikan 4001 for calligraphy, you probably don’t need a pen cleaner. You just need to rinse your
nib with water and dry it after every use. The binder in these writing
fluids remains water-soluble after the ink dries, and the quick rinse
cleans your pens. However, if you are using inks that have an acrylic
polymer binder, a pen cleaner can be helpful because these synthetic
binders dry waterproof. This means that a few raindrops won’t mar
the address on a wedding invitation, but it also means that water
won’t rinse off the ink that is drying on your pen nib. For that, you
need something stronger. You can use diluted window cleaner or a bit
of sudsy ammonia in water, or you can purchase a pen cleaner.
Kuretake’s ZIG Fudebiyori Metallic Brush Marker.
I tried
the
various
colors
on black
paper, and I
love how fluid
they are and
how they flow onto
the paper. They lay
down a lot of ink, and
the result is opaque and
lustrous. I chose the Light
Green Fudebiyori (my least
favorite color of the selection) for
a test of how it would last, working with it for a good long time. After
much usage, the ink held up well and
continued to give nice metallic coverage.
I’m pleased with the brush tip, which seems
comparable to the tips of other Kuretake ZIG
brush markers. The tip does get a bit mushy over
time, but no more so than any other similar brush
tip. I would definitely recommend these – I just love the
price, the ink, the flow, and the ease of use.
– Catherine Langsdorf. Catherine reviewed over 25 black
brush marking pens in Bound & Lettered issue 12.3.
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